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Meeting with Local Banks 

BACKGROUND 

Affordable, accessible credit is a necessary precondition for economic recovery; it is vital 
both in enabling businesses to invest and grow and in enhancing spending and confidence 
levels amongst consumers. It is essential that (reasonable1) lending levels be restored to 
ensure that local bank finance supports, rather than hinders, economic recovery in Northern 
Ireland. 
 
However, as discussed in previous meetings with the banks, local businesses and 
consumers continue to experience constrained and expensive lending conditions. This is 
despite a historically low Bank of England base rate (0.5%), and various assistance 
schemes, such as the Enterprise Finance Guarantee scheme, implemented by the UK 
Government to enhance lending. 
 
This paper considers some of the key issues faced by businesses in Northern Ireland, as 
identified by the Institute of Directors (IoD) survey on bank lending and/or previous meetings 
between the Committee and bank officials. The following primary concerns are addressed: 
 

 Difficulties in accessing credit facilities (whether renewed, extended, or new); 

 Increases in banking costs (interest rates, fees and charges); and 

 Relative lack of uptake of Government assistance schemes (EFG, EIB, etc). 
 
 
 

                                                 
1
 A return to previous lending levels would not be desirable; the freely available, „cheap‟ credit of the past was due, in part, to the 

mispricing of risk  
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TRENDS IN UK BANKING SECTOR 
 
1.1 Net Lending Flow: Based upon Bank of England (BoE) data, there has been no 

significant easing in credit conditions for UK businesses; Figure 1 shows that the flow of 

net lending remains negative. Members may wish to note that small businesses 

continue to be the most affected; the BoE’s regional agents have reported that 

credit conditions remain tighter for small businesses than for larger corporations2. 

Figure 1: Lending to UK businesses 

 
Source: Bank of England 

 

1.2 Net Lending Trends by Sector: Figure 2 below illustrates the sectoral impact of the 

credit crunch; as would be expected, this shows that a large proportion of the growth in 

lending between Q1 2006 and Q3 2008 related to „real estate‟ services. However, there 

has not, as yet, been an associated reduction in lending to this particular sector. (This 

relative resilience within the real estate sector has been attributed to the fact that these 

companies tended to rely on loans of a longer maturity than other sectors. Furthermore, 

real estate companies might be less able to reduce their working capital – via inventory 

management – to reduce debt levels.) However, these trends might be interpreted as 

indicating that other businesses are paying the price for the surge in property-

related lending that preceded the credit crunch and the property market crash. 

Figure 2: Sectoral breakdown of quarterly net lending flows  

 
Source: Bank of England 

                                                 
2
 Trends in Lending, Bank of England, August 2010  
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KEY ISSUES FACING NI BUSINESSES 

 

1.3 General banking conditions in Northern Ireland remain difficult, according to the most 

recent (March 2010) Institute of Directors survey. As members are aware, previous IoD 

surveys have indicated that, despite rate cuts by the BoE and other government 

interventions, local businesses were finding credit to be less accessible and more 

expensive. The Finance and Personnel Committee might wish to note that the most 

recent survey (March 2010) reported that 43% of respondents felt that conditions 

had worsened further since September 2009. However, 10% of survey respondents 

reported improved conditions; 5 percentage points more than in the previous 

survey.  

 

Difficulties in Accessing Credit 

 

1.4 Local businesses continue to experience difficulties in accessing new or extended credit 

facilities; in some cases, consumers are struggling to renew existing facilities. This is due 

to the fact that banks are seeking to recapitalise their balances sheets, and thus have a 

reduced appetite for lending. It has recently been reported, by the Federation of 

Small Businesses (FSB), that the problems in accessing credit are such that small 

firms are in fact using savings or seeking loans from family and friends3. 

 

1.5 Applications Declined: According to the IoD survey, there has been an increase in the 

rate of „declines‟; 50% of requests for extensions to existing or new facilities were turned 

down. The main reason given by banks for declining requests was that ‘the bank has no 

appetite for additional funding’ (38%); in fact, only 15% of the applications declined were 

deemed as having demonstrated ‘insufficient repayment capacity’. Therefore, it might be 

reasonable to assume that many, if not most, were from financially viable firms. The 

Committee may wish to note that this is inconsistent with the banks’ claims that 

the fall in net funding flows is due to reduced demand from businesses (i.e. a 

demand issue rather than one of supply). In fact, the IoD findings indicate that 

demand for funding amongst local businesses currently exceeds the supply by banks. It 

is also noteworthy that 69% of the credit applications made were in respect of 

funding ‘working capital’ (as opposed to for more speculative or investment 

purposes) – as such, many financially viable businesses appear to be being denied 

funding that is essential in enabling their day to day running.  

 

1.6 The Application Process: A significant number of businesses report difficulties with the 

application process, including: length of time taken to get a decision; increased 

bureaucracy; lack of local decision making; and an increase in the amount of information 

required, which is making the process more expensive for businesses. Perhaps a more 

streamlined, standardised application (and response) process could assist in 

containing the associated administrative burden upon local businesses. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3
 Banks „holding up recovery‟, Agenda NI, September 2010 
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Increases in Banking Costs – Interest Rates 

1.7 Interest Rates: Over 42% of respondents to the IoD survey reported that they had 
experienced an increase in interest rates. This is an 8 percentage point increase on the 
previous survey and is despite the fact that the Bank of England base rate remains at just 
0.5%. Figure 3 below shows the indicative interest rates levied on SME variable-rate 
facilities; this suggests that the banks have passed on some of the base rate reductions 
to businesses (cutting variable rates between November 2008 and March 2009). 
Members will note that, on average, smaller companies pay more for variable-rate 
facilities; this is likely to be reflective of higher risk and the fact that larger 
companies tend to have more access to alternative sources of finance, such as 
capital markets. 

 
Figure 3: Indicative median interest rates on new SME variable-rate facilities 

 
      Source: Bank of England 

 
1.8 LIBOR vs. Base Rate: Figure 3 could be interpreted as indicating that, based upon the 

Bank of England Base Rate, the „margin‟ which banks are earning is considerably larger 
now (May 2010) than in it was in November 2008. This has resulted in businesses 
complaining that banks are not ‘passing on Base Rate cuts’. However, the „credit crunch‟ 
resulted in an increase in the cost of funds to banks; this meant that the Base Rate was 
no longer a true reflection of the cost of money for banks. Accordingly, members may 
be interested to note the trend in the London InterBank Offered Rate (LIBOR) in 
Figure 4. LIBOR is the rate at which banks lend to one another, so it more accurately 
represents the cost of funds to banks. It is for this reason that many businesses 
credit facilities are now linked to LIBOR rather than the Base Rate. 

 
Figure 4: LIBOR vs Base Rate 2008-2010 
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1.9 The LIBOR rate (or more specifically, the difference between the LIBOR rate and the 
Base Rate, i.e. the „LIBOR spread‟) indicates how willing banks are to lend to one 
another – as such it approximates the level of „risk‟ that banks perceive in lending funds 
(this explains the peak in LIBOR during the height of the economic crises in late 2008). 
The Finance and Personnel Committee might therefore wish to note that LIBOR 
has started to rise again since the start of the year.  
 

2.0 The rise in LIBOR is likely, amongst other things,4 to be due to the banks anxiety 
around the imminent tightening in bank regulation, which will require lenders to 
hold larger sums of capital on reserve. On 12 September 2010, a number of 
recommendations were made (known as BASEL III) to enable better bank regulation and 
prevent future crises. BASEL III requires banks to increase their „core tier 1 capital ratio‟ 
from 2% to 7%. Members might clarify with the local banks whether they consider 
that they have already recapitalised to the extent that they are in a position to 
conform with this increased requirement, 5 or whether this represents an additional 
burden - and, if so, what effect they would anticipate upon local lending 
levels/costs. (It is worth highlighting on this point that the Bank of England‟s Financial 
Stability Report (FSR) notes that banks should be able to continue to lend, and 
recapitalize, if bonus/dividend pay-outs are limited to pre-crisis/2009 levels respectively6.) 
This demonstrates how important it is, for the NI economy, that the European 
legislation achieve the right balance in attempting to stabilize the banking sector 
(by boosting capital reserves) without cutting off the flow of credit (if reserve 
requirements are too high). The Finance and Personnel Committee might wish to 
ensure that DFP is liaising with relevant EU officials to ensure NI’s interests are 
safeguarded in this respect. 
 

 

Increases in Banking Costs – Bank Charges/Fees  

2.1 Bank Fees: According to the IoD survey, 41% of local businesses – an increase of 14% 
since last year – have suffered increased overdraft/loan fees. 
 

2.2 Bank Charges: 40% of the local firms that responded to the IoD survey indicated that 
they have experienced an increase in operating charges. This is a 15% increase on the 
last survey. This evidence is consistent with the claims of Federation of Small Business 
(FSB) members that they are exposed to “exorbitant” charges and “unfavourable 
changes to business account terms and conditions7.  

 
2.3 It is important to note the distinction between charges and fees. Bank Fees are 

generally part of any initial financing agreement and, as such, an anticipated cost 
associated with the facility. However, bank charges tend to be levied in the case of 
certain triggers (for example, in the event that an account is overdrawn in excess 
of its limit). Whilst it might be considered reasonable that some charge be levied in 
these cases, the claims that the charges are ‘exorbitant’ indicate that the bank 
might be unfairly penalizing customers who are already in a difficult position. 

 
 

 

 

                                                 
4
 It is also possible that banks perceive higher risks to economic recovery  

5
 Most UK banks already have a core tier 1 capital ratio of 9%, having repaired their balance sheets after the crisis 

6
 The bank estimates that the major banks should be able to generate in the region of £10bn of additional capital by doing so, 

which would facilitate an additional £50bn in lending during 2010. 
7
 Banks „holding up recovery‟, Agenda NI, September 2010 
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Relative Lack of Take-up of Government Schemes 

2.4 Previous IoD surveys have highlighted a relative lack of take-up of Government 
assistance schemes in NI; it remains somewhat unclear as to whether this is due to a 
lack of appetite amongst the banks or their customers, or both. Despite the pressure on 
banks to publicize the availability of the schemes, the most recent IoD survey confirms 
that there are a number of businesses who remain unaware of the different options.  
 

2.5 Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) scheme: In April 2009, only 4% of the IoD survey 
respondents had applied for a loan under the EFG scheme. In March 2010, this figure 
had increased to 17%; however, only 9% had the loan accepted (as opposed to 2% in 
2009). Thus, while there has been some improvement in the rate of application, the 
overall take-up rate remains low. Figure 5 shows that this issue is relatively unique to 
Northern Ireland; indeed, some regions, such as the South East, have actively 
participated in the scheme, having drawn down some £135m in funds. This begs the 
question as to why the take-up rate in Northern Ireland has not been higher. 

 
2.6 The committee is aware that some local banks have been more active in promoting 

and/or participating in the EFG scheme than others. Data on how the individual banks 
have fared in this respect is not readily available; this is something the Committee may 
wish to seek further clarification on – it would be interesting to get statistics 
broken down for each bank.  Ulster Bank appears to have particularly proactive in this 
regard; it claims to have been accountable for 80% of all lending by NI banks through the 
Enterprise Finance Guarantee Scheme8. Members might clarify what Ulster Bank 
attributes this relative success to; indeed, it appears to refute other banks 
suggestion that there is no appetite for the funding amongst local businesses. 

 
Figure 5: EFG - All Scheme (Jan 09 - 8th September 2010) 

Region 
No. of New Loans 
Offered to Customers 

Total Value of 
Offered Loans (£m) 

No. of Offered Loans 
Drawn Down 

Total Value of 
Drawn Loans (£m) 

East Midlands 872 94.42 749 81.37 

East of England 1,228 114.06 1,049 96.55 

London 1,438 156.03 1,177 125.71 

North East 437 40.91 367 34.04 

North West 1,409 132.59 1,238 114.26 

South East 1,668 165.23 1,408 135.57 

South West 1,295 116.51 1,147 100.50 

West Midlands 1,077 112.05 906 91.17 

Yorkshire and The 
Humber 

830 81.09 715 68.63 

Wales 556 47.42 462 38.61 

Scotland 826 119.20 717 105.44 

Northern Ireland 127 21.75 111 18.68 

Total UK 11,763 1,201.25 10,046 1,010.52 

Source: DFP 

                                                 
8
 http://group.ulsterbank.com/media/press-releases/northern-ireland/2010/4-20.ashx 

 

http://group.ulsterbank.com/media/press-releases/northern-ireland/2010/4-20.ashx
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2.7 The March 2010 survey raises an additional point about the EFG scheme. It suggests 
that the banks are demanding increasing security requirements, even when funding is 
being obtained through the Enterprise Finance Guarantee Scheme.  The IoD claim 
that members who have obtained funding via EFG have been asked to produce 
significant levels of additional personal securities. Whilst a certain commitment from 
the businesses themselves might reasonably be expected, the committee might 
wish to note this claim by the IoD. It is important in that, if this is the case, the 
banks could be undermining the effectiveness of the EFG scheme by transferring 
additional risk back to the customer. 
 

2.8 Other Schemes: Although the take-up rate of the EFG scheme remains low, it is 
considerably more popular than any of the other schemes available to businesses, in 
which the local participation is almost nil. Only 1% of respondents had applied for the 
Capital for Enterprise Fund, 2% for the Short Term Aid scheme, 5% for the Ulster Bank 
SME Fund (4% were declined) and 1% for the Business Payment Support Service. It 
might be argued that Northern Ireland is failing to benefit from the availability of 
many of these schemes. Many of the responses to the IoD survey cited an 
unawareness of the schemes; the committee might therefore wish to reiterate to 
the banks the importance of communicating the availability of the various 
programs to their customers.  A full list of the assistance programs available to local 
businesses is attached at Annex 1. 

 

Other Issues/Potential Questions 

 

 The provision (or lack of) debt counselling by banks: Some banks more proactive 

than others in this regard? 

 National Asset Management Agency (NAMA): Developments regarding proportion 

of assets that reside in NI and wider economic impacts?  

 Banks Financial Performance: As shown below (refers to period Jan-June 2010) 

banks continue to struggle with large losses –might go some way towards explaining 

relative „reluctance‟ to lend: 

 

 
 
 
 
 

*within Northern Ireland 
** within UK 

 

 Bank of Ireland’s credit rating has just been downgraded by Standard & Poor’s 

from ‘stable’ to ‘negative’. Possible contagion effect of this /ability of BoI to 

recover? 

 NI businesses have historically tended to rely upon overdrafts as opposed to 

term funding: Move towards more sustainable financing options? 

 A new taskforce has been established, to be headed by top bank bosses in 

Britain and Northern Ireland, to identify how to boost the flow of credit to small 

firms 

 Lack of Foreign Lenders in NI Market: The role of local banks in restoring lending 

levels should not be viewed in isolation; foreign and/or non-domestic banks withdrew 

in large numbers in the wake of credit crunch impacting price/availability of credit. 

 Operating profit (£m) Losses (£m) 

Ulster Bank* 185 314 

Northern Bank 16.7 25.5 

First Trust Bank 24 52 

Bank of Ireland** 168 107 
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N.B. On 7 September 2010, the Commercial Secretary to Treasury, Lord Sasson, 

visited India (the second largest source of Foreign Direct Investment, after US) in 

response to Indian Banks having indicated an interest in setting up business in the 

UK. Perhaps NI should be positioning itself to compete for this type of inward 

investment, in much the same way as it is pursuing inward investment from the 

US (via US-NI investment conferences, etc) – the reward from attracting foreign 

banks would be two-fold in that it might create high value-added (in terms of 

productivity) jobs in the financial services sector, whilst boosting competition 

between local banks. 
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ANNEX 1 – MATRIX OF SUPPORT AVAILABLE TO NI BUSINESS 
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